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ECB Review: February 2023  

 
With the main policy announcement of the February GC meeting well-telegraphed in advance, the decision to hike 
again by 50bp came as no surprise. The two main unknowns were the additional technical details of the QT 
programme and communication on the post-February policy rate path.  
 
The ECB announced that balance sheet normalisation would involve “partial reinvestments will be conducted broadly 
in line with current practice. In particular, the remaining reinvestment amounts will be allocated proportionally to the 
share of redemptions across each constituent programme of the APP and, under the public sector purchase 
programme (PSPP), to the share of redemptions of each jurisdiction and across national and supranational issuers.” 
Furthermore, the ECB will effectively ‘green’ the corporate bond portfolio with the remaining reinvestments “tilted 
more strongly towards issuers with a better climate performance”. 
 
The most significant of the two unknowns was the communication around the policy rate path. We had expected the 
ECB to hint at another 50bp in March with President Lagarde delivering: “In view of the underlying inflation pressures, 
the Governing Council intends to raise interest rates by another 50 basis points at its next monetary policy meeting 
in March and it will then evaluate the subsequent path of its monetary policy.”  
 
On reflection, perhaps one of the most interesting elements of the February meeting has been the rather muddled 
approach, which suggests a potential conflict within the ECB on how to manage the normalisation process in the face 
of significant uncertainty over the outlook for inflation. With respect to the 50bp hike in March, President Lagarde 
stated “I hope that by being very specific about today’s decision and pretty strong in terms of intention as to what we 
will do in March, those who observe carefully what we do, will appreciate that we should not be doubted”  only to 
subsequently suggest “It might be 50, it might be 25, it might be whatever is needed, whatever rate is needed”. 
Repeated assertions that the ECB has a ‘data dependent’ and ‘meeting-by-meeting’ approach are also at odds with 
the use of explicit forward guidance for the March meeting. Similarly, the ECB has been prepared to pre-commit to a 
50bp hike before seeing the updated staff macroeconomic projections – suggesting that the GC is willing to adjust 
policy without having all available information and analysis to hand. This in turn could indicate that the GC is second-
guessing what the forecasts will show, or that the relative importance of the forecasts have declined in the current 
environment.  
 
 
 

Analyst Reviews  

 
 
Barclays 
 

• The indication of a further 50bp hike in March likely reflects a compromise within the GC. The pre-

commitment to maintain the hiking pace was coupled with a commitment to reassessing the policy rate path 

after March. 

• Barclays have left their forecast for the March meeting unchanged, with a 50bp hike expected. The risk of a 

step-down to 25bp is low.  

• The ECB is expected to reach a terminal rate of 3.00% in March as a result of more benign inflation. However, 

if inflation dynamics prove more persistent than expected, there is a risk of a further 25bp hike in May. 

• The ECB will want to see a peak in core inflation before halting policy tightening, which Barclays expects to 

happen in February.  
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Danske 
 

• At face value, the ECB’s 50bp hike and guidance on another 50bp in March appears hawkish, but subtle 

changes left markets to conclude that the hiking cycle is drawing to a close. Reference to the ‘more balanced’ 

inflation outlook was particularly notable for markets. 

• President Lagarde also hinted of a potential hike of a size other than 50bp, while still arguing that 50bp was 

warranted given the assessment of underlying inflationary pressures. 

• Danske interprets the communication as indicating a split Governing Council. The intention to hike by 50bp 

in March is not a ‘100% commitment’. They note that in June last year the ECB ‘intended’ to hike by 25bp at 

the upcoming July meeting, but ultimately hiked by 50bp. 

Goldman Sachs 
 

• The communication from the February meeting reinforces expectations of a 50bp hike in March and GS 

maintain their forecast for a step-down to a final 25bp in May given the notable improvement in headline 

inflation and reduced risks of second-round effects. 

• Shifting risks around the inflation outlook lower the risk of the hiking cycle extending into the summer. 

• GS expects a step-up in the APP run-off pace after June. While this could result from raising the monthly 

run-off to EUR20bn/month, it is more likely to result from an end to reinvestments from July. 

J.P. Morgan 
 

• Following the February meeting, JPM sticks with its call for a 50bp hike in March, 25bp in May and a pause 

thereafter. This would result in a terminal rate of 3.25%. 

• They expect the cycle to turn in 2024 with three 25bp cuts for that year currently pencilled in. 

NatWest 
 

• NatWest had previously expected the ECB to hike by 25bp in March and believe that President Lagarde’s 

guidance of a 50bp move instead was clear. 

• Beyond March further tightening seems likely. NatWest expects policy rates to peak at 3.25% in May, having 

previously targeted 3.00% as the base case. They believe that risks are still skewed towards 3.00%, not 

3.50%. 

• President Lagarde declined to suggest that disinflation had set in, or correct market pricing as she had done 

in December and in Davos. 

Nomura 
 

• While the 50bp hike in February was expected, Nomura had anticipated that the ECB would guide the market 

towards a similar move in March by providing a sufficiently hawkish message. Instead, the ECB opted to 

explicitly signal another 50bp hike at the next meeting. 

• The ECB will evaluate the path for monetary policy after March, which opens the door open to a downshift 

in the pace of hiking to 25bp, in line with Nomura’s expectations. 

• In contrast to Nomura’s expectations, the ECB chose not to give itself flexibility along the same lines as with 

the PEPP portfolio redemption reinvestments.  

• Instead, reinvestments will be proportional to the share of redemption across each APP programme and 

proportional to the share of redemptions of each jurisdiction and national/supranational issuer in the case of 

the PSPP. 

• The ECB is expected to begin cutting policy rates in the middle of 2024. 
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Rabobank 
 

• The ECB hiked by 50bp in February as expected, while adding a hawkish element by stating its intention to 

hike by 50bp again in March.  

• The market, however, seemed to focus on the dovish elements of the policy announcement. Reference to 

the inflation outlook becoming ‘more balanced’ was particularly notable, although Rabobank argue that 

President Lagarde predominantly mentioned factors that could lead to higher inflation. 

• The ECB is expected to hike by 50bp in March followed by two 25bp hikes in Q2. An implied terminal rate of 

3.50% is clearly a restrictive level that cannot be sustained by the euro area economy. The first cut is 

pencilled in for the second half of 2024. 

Swedbank 
 

• Following the February meeting Swedbank have revised their forecasts and now expect a 50bp hike in March 

followed by 25bp in May. Their forecast of the terminal rate remains at 3.25%. 

• An increase in the pace of the APP portfolio reduction in the second half of the year is more likely than further 

rate hikes after May.  

• Inflation is expected to drop to the ECB’s target by the end of this year with weakening conditions warranting 

six 25bp policy rate cuts during 2024. 

TD Securities 
 

• The message from the press conference was clear: the ECB already sees everything it needs to justify 

another 50bp hike in March with the pace of hikes beyond that point being data dependent. 

• The market reaction to the announcement was dovish, which was likely to be a surprise for the ECB. The 

GC hawks, and potentially even President Lagarde, could push back in the coming days via the media. 

• TD expects the ECB to hike by 50bp in March and May before delivering a final 25bp hike in June, which 

would result in a terminal rate of 3.75%. 

UBS 
 

• Following the February policy announcement, UBS have adjusted their policy rate forecasts. They continue 

to expect a 50bp hike in March, but now shift from a May hike being a ‘risk’ to the base case scenario. The 

ECB is expected to deliver a 25bp hike, taking the deposit rate to a terminal level of 3.25%. 

• Nonetheless, UBS still believes that the risks are tilted to the upside and they would not rule out a 50bp hike 

in May to a terminal rate of 3.50%. 

UniCredit 
 

• The ECB confirmed that policy rates still need to rise significantly, while injecting some optionality by stating 

“it will then evaluate the subsequent path of its monetary policy”. UniCredit believes this suggests a downshift 

in the pace of hikes to 25bp in Q2, with a pause seeming unlikely. 

• Reflecting the assessment of more balanced inflation risks, President Lagarde appeared less hawkish than 

in December. 

• Nonetheless, the focus on underlying inflation, which has yet to turn, suggests that the GC will remain in 

tightening mode beyond March.  

• UniCredit expects the deposit rate to peak at 3.50% by mid-year, while stressing that there is uncertainty 

over whether there will be a June hike. 

 


